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ABOUT PAT WILLIAMS

SUGGESTED INTERVIEW TOPICS

Pat founded CyberCletch in 2002, bringing managerial,

writing, and organizational skills together with her formal
education in behavioral science technology to create a
professional and educational experience for her clients.

Beginning as a VA before the term existed, she has been
building websites for REALTORS since 1999, and expanded
her business into an agency that excels at long-term
client partnerships for any company that needs to build

How to save money on
your next website
build.

Tips for nomadic living
and working in an RV
or abroad.

What you need to know
before you build a
website.

How to create a life you
love, even if it seems the
cards are stacked
against you.

How to make your business
more successful, faster.

trust online. The average lifespan of her current roster of
clients is 8 years, which is 700% longer than the industry
average.

ADDITIONAL INFO

Pat is also a certified Fix This Next Advisor.

Hello, I'm Pat! Whether we're talking websites or behavior, I love
discussing reasons and recommend solutions in easy to understand
terms. I stress the importance of owning your website and its
content if you are building a long-term business. I strategize

OTHER INTERESTS

content, SEO, social, and share why they need to work in conjunction
with your website. Having made every mistake possible over my
20+ years in business, I became certified in the Fix This Next method
which helps owners eradicate entrepreneurial poverty. I'm happy to

HIKING

LEARNING

MEDITATION

TRAVEL

share what I've learned to help others become successful, faster. I
travel full-time in North America in my truck camper and fly
overseas once or twice a year. I live my life on my terms while
managing chronic disease.

